Conformational Space Sampling Method Using Multi-Subpopulation Differential Evolution for De novo Protein Structure Prediction.
Protein structure prediction can be considered as a multimodal optimization problem for sampling the protein conformational space associated with an extremely complex energy landscape. To address this problem, a conformational space sampling method using multi-subpopulation differential evolution, MDE, is proposed. MDE first devotes to generate given numbers of concerned modal under the ultrafast shape recognition-based modal identification protocol, which regards each individual as one modal at beginning. Then, differential evolution is used for keeping the preserved modal survival in the evolution process. Meanwhile, a local descent direction used to sample along with is constructed based on the abstract convex underestimate technique for modal enhancement, which could enhance the ability of sampling in the region with lower energy. Through the sampling process of evolution, several certain clusters contain a series of conformations in proportion to the energy score will be obtained. Representative conformations in the generated clusters can be directly picked out as decoy conformations for further refinement with no extra clustering operation needs. A total of 20 target proteins are tested, in which ten target proteins are tested for comparison with Rosetta and three evolutionary algorithms, and ten easy/hard target proteins in CASP 11 are tested for further verifying the effectiveness of MDE. Test results show strong sampling ability that MDE holds, and near-native conformations can be effectively obtained.